Our 360°-Service to you.

We are available to you at any time as a reliable partner to offer technical support and advice:

- Our products range from chemical resin systems to steel anchors through to plastic plugs.
- Competence and innovation through own research, development and production.
- Global presence and active sales service in over 100 countries.

For detailed information on the products and fischer group of companies visit our website at www.fischer.de

www.fischer.de/youtube www.fischer.de/facebook
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Your fixing partner:

fischerwerke GmbH & Co. KG
Klaus-Fischer-Straße 1 · 72178 Waldachtal
Germany
Tel. +49 7443 12-0 · Fax +49 7443 12-4220
www.fischer.de · info@fischer.de

NEW

fischer DUOPOWER

The Duo of power and intelligence.
Simply clever.

- The new DUOPOWER is the first plug that adapts intelligently to the substrate. This is achieved with the perfect combination of hard and soft materials.
- The plug automatically chooses the optimum function (expansion, folding, knotting) for the best loads.

**Power:**
- Powerful in different building materials
  - 90 kg*
  - 20 kg*
  - 15 kg*

**Intelligence:**
- 2 components and 3 different functions

The combination of soft and hard materials achieves an optimally matched screw-in and tightening torque.

The grey main body made from high quality nylon automatically activates for the optimum product function (expansion, folding, knotting) for the best hold.

Red expansion wings support the safe expansion and offer additional safety for the nylon main body.

Serrated anti-rotation feature prevents rotation within the drill hole, misuse and extra work.

Short plug length allows for quick fixing, shallower drilling and shorter screws.

Features inside the main body ensure a perfect guide for the screw.

The narrow plug rim prevents slipping in the drill hole but also allows pre-positioned and push-through installation.

Find more information on www.fischer.de/en/duopower

Sample applications.

*The load values and applications are guide values of DUOPOWER 8x40 are dependent on the building materials and apply in combination with Ø6mm wood screws according to DIN 571